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This message is NOT intended to be political, but it is intended to be spiritual. Most who 
read this will be Christians who are concerned about the way the world seems to be going, 
and asking what will their children and grandchildren be left with. Other’s who may read this 
could be people without a Christian faith, but they, too, are concerned about where things 
seem headed.

This is a call to prayer for the Christians who love their children, grandchildren, and their 
nation. It’s also a call to educated action about issues that adversely affect every one of us!

Let’s clear the Clutter first:
Dear Heavenly Father: I Come To You In The Name Of The Lord Jesus Christ.  And I 
Renounce And Turn From All Lies, All Preconceptions, Deceptions, And Self-deceptions, And 
All Unteachableness That I Or My Ancestors Have Believed Or Entertained.  

I confess them as my sins and I ask to be cleansed from them by the Blood of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. I renounce all vows of secrecy and silence about all ungodly activities.
 
I command every lying spirit, and every spirit of deception, self-deception, and 
unteachableness, and any other spirits associated with these sins to leave me now, harmlessly 
on my natural breathing, and not to return to me or to anyone whom I love, in the Name 
of the Lord Jesus Christ.

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I come out of agreement with and renounce all shame, 
blame and guilt, all fear, all fear of failure, all fear of rejection, all fear of men, all fear of 
offending and ridicule, and all fear of not hearing God.

Lord Jesus, you are the Truth, and I surrender all these areas to Your Holy Spirit, Who is 
the Spirit of Truth, and whom You promised would lead me into all truth.  In Jesus’ Name.  
Amen

During the 1990’s I taught on the New Age. That teaching was 
put into book form in 1992 entitled “The New Age: The Old 
Lie in a New Package.”

This was followed with another small book, “Unmasking 
Spiritualism: Supernatural Deceivers.”

My attitude has always been that of Abraham Lincoln, who said, 
“I am not concerned as to whether God is on my side.  What concerns me is, am I on God’s 
side, for God is always right.” 

I explained the New Age hopes, goals and beliefs were:

A One-World religion, a One-World government; personal happiness above all; that sin is 
obsolete; we need to learn how to tap into forces, or energy within us; evolution; reincarnation; 
that we need enlightenment, not salvation; and that there are no absolutes.

According to the Oxford Dictionary, The New Age is  “a set of beliefs intended to replace 
traditional western culture, with alternative approaches to religion, medicine, the 
environment, music, etc.” 
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At that time I listed the following New Age/Occultic Prophets/Writers as:
Emmanuel Swedenborg
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky
Alice Bailey
George Gurdjieff
P.D. Ouspensky
Edgar Cayce
Jeanne Dixon
Rudolf Steiner
William Branham
Maitreya/Bejamin Crème

In response to their writings, I reminded Christians of Paul’s writing: 
“Beware lest anyone cheat you through philosophy and empty deceit, according 
to the tradition of men, according to the basic principles of the world, and not 
according to Christ. For in Him dwells all the fullness of the Godhead bodily; 
and you are complete in Him, who is the head of all principality and power.” 
(Colossians 2:8-10)

Genesis chapter 11 provides the origin of 
much of the anti-God evil in the world.

If you want this chart explained in details, 
that’s in the New Age book.

Nimrod and Semiramis were known in:

Egypt as Isis and Osiris
Greece as Orion and Aurora (which means 
“pregnant with light”) also Apollo and Diana 
or Artemis (“the Mother of gods”).
In Canaan they were know as Baal and Astarte also as Molech and Ashtaroth, the “Queen of 
Heaven;”
In Rome as Jupiter and Fortuna;
In India as Surya (the Sun God) and Isi/Devaki;
The Scandinavians called Semiramis Disa;
The Germans called her the virgin Hertha;
The Druids knew her as Virgo Patitura;
And in China as Shing Moo or Ma Tsoopo.

The same basic story went all around the world, 
with some local variations.

The New Age doesn’t want to reject the Christian 
Church. It seeks to absorb it and change it from 
within. It has been very successful.

Most interestingly, this poster from the European 
Union shows their headquarters building as 
attempting to complete what Nimrod was working 
on.

Matthew Fox
Napoleon Hill
Shirley MacLaine
Norman Vincent Peale
Paul Foster Case
Buckminster Fuller
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
Sathya Sai Baba 
Ram Dass - among others of course.

EU Building Strasborg - Tower of Babel work in progress. 
The EU believes they will complete what Nimrod did not.
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Recently we updated those books on the New Age and Spiritualism.

TRUTH: It’s the new hate speech. “During times of universal 
deceit telling the truth becomes a revolutionary act,” so wrote 
George Orwell. 

You have heard parts of THE PLAN, but most people don’t seem 
to have seen it as an entire plan. 

It’s time we did.

I’ve heard many conspiracy theories over the years – so have 
most of you. I always thought some might be possible, but most 
were just vivid imaginations. I’m left with the suspicion that there 
has to be more to many of these ones than any of us expected.

Introducing you to the architect of THE PLAN
Alice Ann Bailey, mother of the New Age, Freemason, Global leader 
of Theosophical Society, Author of “THE PLAN.”

Alice Ann Bailey was born June 16, 1880 as Alice LaTrobe Bateman, in 
Manchester, England. She married Foster Bailey on her migration to USA 
in 1907 and became known as AAB to her followers, and was an influential 
writer in what she termed “Ageless Wisdom.”

This included occult teachings, “mysterious” psychology and healing, 
astrological and other philosophic and religious themes. Living in the 

United States she spent most of her life as a writer and teacher, and died December 15, 1949.

Her works, written between 1919 and 1949, describe a wide-ranging system of esoteric or 
mystic thoughts, covering such topics as how spirituality relates to the solar system, meditation, 
healing, spiritual psychology, the destiny of nations, and prescriptions for society in general.

She described the majority of her work as having been telepathically dictated to her by a 
“Master of Wisdom,” initially referred to only as “the Tibetan,” or by the initials “D.K.,” later 
identified as  Djwal Khul.” (Note: we call that a demon!)

Her followers refer to her writings as The Alice A. Bailey material, or sometimes, as the AAB 
material.

She wrote about religious themes, including Christianity, though her writings are fundamentally 
different from many aspects of Christianity and of other orthodox religions. Her vision of a 
unified society includes a global “spirit of religion” different from traditional religious forms 
and including the concept of the Age of Aquarius.

Controversy has arisen around some of Bailey’s statements on Nationalism, American 
Isolationism, Soviet totalitarianism, Fascism, Zionism, Nazism, race relations, Africans, Jews, 
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and the religions of Judaism & Christianity. Alice Bailey was the global leader of the House of 
Theosophy, an occult organization very influential in the leadership toward the New World 
Order. She was also a 330 Grand Orient Freemason. 

(A small explanation here: Grand Lodge Freemasonry (as in Britain, USA, etc.) are all 
Pantheistic - a belief is required in a “Supreme Being” or deity - any god will do. But Grand 
Orient Freemasonry (based in France, and mostly found in former Roman Catholic nations) 
is Atheistic. So belief in a deity is not required, and usually rejected.) 

THE PLAN 
#1: Take God and Prayer out of the Education System

#2: Reduce Parental Authority over the Children

#3: Destruction of the Judeo-Christian Family: the Traditional Christian 
Family Structure for the Western World

#4: If Sex is Free, then Make Abortion Legal and Make it Easy

#5: Make Divorce Easy & Legal, Free People from the Concept of Marriage 
for Life

#6: Make Homosexuality An Alternative Lifestyle

#7: Debase Art, Make it Run Mad  

#8: Use Media to Promote and Change Mind-sets 

#9: Create an Interfaith Movement 

#10: Get Governments to Make all these (points) Legal, and Get the Church to 
Endorse These Changes

Freemasonry is positioned to play a vital role in the 4,300 year old dream of Nimrod, one–
world, occult kingdom.
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Freemasonry currently serves as the bridge between the political organizations of the global 
elite (Club of Rome, Trilateral Commission, Bilderbergers, CFR, etc.) and the occult groups of 
the Theosophical network (Theosophical Society, Rosicrucians, Lucis Trust, World Goodwill, 
etc.)

These groups recognise the position of Freemasonry as an occult religious organisation with 
the ability to bridge the gap between religion and politics.  

Charles Finney’s revival (during the mid-1800’s) was preceded by a confrontation of 
Freemasonry. And the Wesley Brothers’ revival was preceded by a confrontation of 
Freemasonry. The same with Torrey’s and Moody’s. The revival going on in Argentina today 
was also preceded by a confrontation of Freemasonry.

Alice and her husband, Foster Bailey, spent years creating a plan of defiance to the core 
teachings of God! This why she gets my attention!
Let’s go through these Ten Steps of THE PLAN for some additional detail.

THE PLAN #1: Take God and Prayer out of the 
Education System  
Alice Bailey said: “Change curriculum to ensure that 
children are freed from the bondage of Christian culture. 
Why? Because children go to school to be equipped to 
face life, they are willing to trust and they are willing to 
value what is being given to them.”
“If you take God out of education, they will unconsciously 
form a resolve that God is not necessary to face life. They 
will focus on those things the school counts them worthy 
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to be passed on and they will look at God as an additional, if 
one can afford the additional.”

NOTE: Academia/Universities have been taken over by Anti-
God people.
But God gave Divine Institutions for the governance of people:
1. Volition - Personal Responsibility - Genesis 2:15-17
2. Marriage - One man & one woman - Genesis 2:22-24
3. Family - Parental authority - Genesis 4:1
4. Human Government - Ruling Authority - Genesis 9:1-17
5. Nationalism - He sets boundaries on nations’ borders - 
Genesis 11:7-9

These Laws are for divine establishment and are principles ordained by God for the orderly 
function of Individuals, Families & Communities.

THE PLAN #2: Reduce Parental Authority over the Children 
Alice Bailey wrote: “Break the communication between parent and child.” Why? So that 
parents do not pass on their Christian traditions to their children, liberate children from 
the bondage of their parent traditions.

Promote excessive child rights; Abolish corporal punishment; 
(this has been made law). On the other hand the Bible says 
‘Do not withhold correction from a child…’ (Proverbs 
23: 13-14) 

NOTE: Jesus said in the last days, wickedness will increase, 
there will be rebellion and children will not obey their parents. 
It is not a trend - it is organised.

Teachers are the agents of implementation – from workshops, 
teachers tell children ‘your parent has no right to force you to pray or read the Bible, you 
are yourself, have a right of your own, you need to discover yourself, self expression, self 
realization, self fulfilment are all buzz words.

NOTE: In the West when the child is seven years, the teachers begin to say to the child ‘you 
have a right to choose whether you want to follow the faith of your parents or not, parents are 
not allowed to enforce their faith upon you.’ Question is, what type of decision can a seven-
year-old make?

This is the saddest photo here: What a tragic mistake 
to think that secular humanists would educate your 
children better than you! But God says in His Word, 
“Train up a child in the way it should go, and 
when it is old they won’t depart from it.” 
(Proverbs 22:6)

WESTERN
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THE PLAN #3:  Destruction of the Judeo-Christian Family: 
the Traditional Christian Family Structure for the Western 
World
Alice Bailey wrote: “It is oppressive that the family is the core of the 
nation. If you break the family, you break the nation. Liberate the 
people from the confines of this structure.

“Promote sexual promiscuity – free young people to the concept of 
premarital sex, let them have free sex, lift it so high that the joy of 
enjoying it (sex) is the highest joy in life, fantasize it, that everybody 
will feel proud to be seen to be sexually active, even those outside of 
marriage.”

NOTE: This is contrary to the word of God which 
says “… But fornication and all uncleanness 
or covetousness, let it not even be named 
among you, as is fitting for saints… for 
this you know, that no fornicator, unclean 
person, nor covetous man, who is an 
idolater has any inheritance in the kingdom 
of Christ and God.” (Ephesians 5: 3-5)

“Use advertising industry, media – T.V., 
magazines, film industry to promote sexual 

enjoyment as the highest pleasure in humanity.” (Propaganda).

Have they succeeded? Have they done 
it? If you want to see whether they have 
succeeded or not, go to the advertising 
industry, it does everything to catch your 
attention and today almost no advert 
comes out without a sexual connotation. 
Even when they advertise ice cream, they 
must show you a thigh of a woman and a 
bikini, they must do something to set off a 
trail of thoughts. They will show you more 
thighs than ice cream. Why? Because, 
that is what must be in the minds of the 
people, according to advertising people. 

Announcing “I’m Offended” is basically telling the world you can’t control your emotions, 
so everyone else should do it for you.

Schools have now become indoctrination centres.

Your opinion is not welcome or valid 
if is disagrees with the Elite Authorities
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THE PLAN #4: If Sex is Free, then Make Abortion Legal and Make it Easy
Alice Bailey wrote: “Build clinics for abortion – Health clinics in schools. If people are going 
to enjoy the joy of sexual relationships, they need to be free of unnecessary fears, in other 
words they should not be hampered with unwanted pregnancies.”

Abortion as told by Christians is oppressive and 
denies our rights, we have a right to choose whether 
we want to have a child or not. If a woman does not 
want the pregnancy, she should have the freedom 
to get rid of that pregnancy painless and as easy 
as possible’.

NOTE: Today abortion is not only accessible but 
many times it may be forced. It is a strategy to curb 
population control together with the use of condoms 
and ‘the pill.’ (Eugenics) 

 

THE PLAN #5: Make Divorce Easy & Legal, Free People from the Concept of 
Marriage for Life 
Alice Bailey wrote 50 years ago that love has got a mysterious link called the love bond. It 
is like an ovum that comes out of the ovary, as it travels through your system, it clicks a 
love favour in you and there’s one other person in the world who can respond to that love 
bond, when you see that person, everything within you clicks, that is your man/woman, if 
you miss him, you’ll never be happy until that love bond cycles past, for many years, so for 
you to be happy get that person at whatever cost, if it means getting him/her out of that 
marriage, get him/her that is your man/woman. It’s a mistake for him/her to be elsewhere. 
And if you go together for sometime and find that love has died, don’t be held in bondage by 
the Christian values it will never come back, what you need is an easily arranged divorce 
and allow another love bond to come forth, just like an ovum comes up, and when it comes 
forth you’ll enjoy life again.

NOTE: On the contrary God’s word says in Malachi 2: 
16; “For the Lord God of Israel says that He hates 
divorce…” People enter into marriage having signed 
contracts of how they will share their things after divorce. 
It is one thing for a marriage to fail but it is another thing 
for people to enter marriage with an intention to enjoy as 
long as it was enjoyable and then to walk out of it if it isn’t. 
NOTE: Divorce is not the “unforgiveable sin,” blaspheming 
the Holy Spirit is.

“Colored people are like human weeds 
and are to be exterminated”

Margaret Sanger
Founder of Planned Parenthood
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THE PLAN #6:  Make Homosexuality An Alternative Lifestyle 
Alice Bailey preached that sexual enjoyment is the highest pleasure in humanity, no one 
must be denied and no one must be restricted how to enjoy themselves. People should be 
allowed in which ever way they chose they want, whether it is homosexuality or in incest or 
bestiality, as long as the two agree.

NOTE: Many nations around the world are passing laws that legalise homosexual and lesbian 
marriage. It is now classified as “hate speech” and becoming illegal for ministers of churches & 
charity organizations to mention homosexuality as an abomination in the eyes of God, or to 
read scriptures publicly that talk about homosexuality. Today the church is expected to marry 
homosexuals/lesbians. According to the Bible, this is an abomination before the eyes of God. 
(Leviticus 18:22; 20:13)

1. In a sexual species, there are two sexes, 
MALE & FEMALE.

2. 99.93% of humans have XX or XY sex 
chromosomes (the rest is a mutation)

3. Being one sex but thinking you’re the 
other is a psychological disorder.
4. Mandating a widespread enabling of a 
psychological disorder is sociopathy.

37% 
Christian

30% 
Buddhist

36% 
Catholic

28% 
Jewish

1% 
Hindu

20% 
Islamic

18% 
Infidelity

9% 
Drinking/Drugs

44% 
Incompatibility
Grew Apart
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THE PLAN #7: Debase Art, Make it Run Mad
Alice Bailey understood that the arts are one of the primary keys to change culture. How? “Promote 
new forms of art which will corrupt and defile the imagination of people because art is the 
language of the spirit, that which is inside, you can bring out in painting, music, drama 
etc. Look at the quality, spirituality and message of the art, music and the films that are 
coming out.”

THE PLAN #8: Use Media to Promote and 
Change Mindsets 
Alice Bailey said “the greatest channel you need 
to use to change human attitude is media. Use the 
press, the radio, T.V, cinema.” 

You can tell today how successful they have been 
in implementing the plan over the last 50 years via 
media as well as advertising agencies, billboards, 
magazines. Who controls media?

So much money is pumped into media and 
advertising and the spreading of violence, pornographic material and other sources. Sex 
outside of marriage is thrown on your face 80-90 times more than sex in marriage. Promiscuity 
is being promoted as natural, you can watch gay sex on T.V. in homes where children’s minds 
are being neutralized to sensitivity to these things. You wonder why newspapers, T.V, etc. do 
not record anything about Christian activities.

According to the Kaiser Family Foundation: 
+ two-thirds of infants and toddlers watch a screen 
an average of 2 hours a day 
+ kids under age 6 watch an average of about 2 hours 
of screen media a day, primarily TV and videos or 
DVDs 
+ kids and teens 8 to 18 years spend nearly 4 hours 
a day in front of a TV screen and almost 2 additional 
hours on the computer (outside of schoolwork) and 
playing video games.
+ Television Statistics: According to the A.C. Nielsen 
Co., the average American watches more than 4 hours 
of TV each day (or 28 hours/week, or 2 months of 
nonstop TV-watching per year). In a 65-year life, that 
person will have spent 9 years glued to the tube or 
almost 15% of their life.
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Three areas of public interest the media has been accomplices 
in are the climate and environment; gender confusion and 
Islam. 

There has been 
n o  r e c o r d a b l e 
increase in global 
temperatures or 
sea levels since 
2 0 0 0 A D ,  a s 
shown in this first 
chart. The average 
actually continues 

to show cooling. Claims there would be no ice in 
the Arctic have proven false, and shipping has been 
prevented from getting through the North-West 
Passage due to excessive ice in the past year.

What about the plastic in the oceans? When 
some 95% of all plastic in the oceans come from 
just ten rivers (five in China, three more in Asia & 
the remaining two in Africa) show that Western 
nations are 
not the major 
culprits in 
this  issue. 
The nations 
these rivers 
flow through 
n e e d  t o 
change their 

habits and enforce environmental protections that are clearly 
required. 

The gender confusion issue is covered in Plan # 6.(page 13)

Islam pretends to be a peaceful religion. Fundamentally, Islam is 
divided into three “Houses.” The House of Islam exists where 
total control of any nation or society comes from adherence of 
Islam. Then there is the House of War - that is everywhere 
Islam is not in control, and so therefore Jihad or war must be 
waged by followers of Islam until they are victorious. There is a 
third option, that of the House of Truce. These are the people 
called “Dhimmis” – those who pay tribute because they haven’t 
converted to Islam, (maybe they are Jewish or Christian etc.) yet 
they have to live in an Islamic society. Under ‘Sharia’ law non-
Muslims must pay tax called “Jizya” if they want to live safely 
under Muslim control, otherwise the state refuses to protect them, 
even though it protects the Muslim citizens. Recently a minority 
community of Sikhs was forced to pay Jizya to live safely in a 
Pakistani region controlled by Taliban. This Jizya is an annual tax, and when it is paid as a 

The Mekong, Pearl, Yangtse, Huang, Yunhe, Yellow, Ganges, Indus, Nile, Niger.
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“per capita” tax levied all family members of non-Muslim citizens. From the point of view of 
the Muslim rulers, Jizya was a material proof of the non-Muslims’ acceptance of subjection 
to the Islamic state and its laws. In return, non-Muslim citizens were permitted to practice 
their faith discretely, to enjoy a measure of communal autonomy, to be entitled to Muslim 
state’s protection from outside aggression. (At least, that’s the theory.)

Non-Muslims who pay this head tax or fee are called Dhimmi’s. When they pay they are struck 
in the neck with a chopping motion as a reminder and a threat they will be killed if they break 
this agreement that has been forced upon them. This explains why there have been so many 
massacres of non-Muslims in Islamic countries, when Moslems believed these terms had 
been broken. This has occurred in every century since Mohammed’s day, including during 
the 20th and 21st centuries. 

Who is Assimilating with who? We provide refuge, we 
provide welfare, we allow hundreds of mosques, we allow 
Islamic ideology into our schools, we allow Sharia law by 
ignoring it’s happening, we are paying a tax on halal food, 
we allow fully masked people to enter public spaces, we are 
making exceptions in law. Think about it. We are doing a 
better job of assimilating into the Moslem way of life than 
those that should be assimilating into ours.  

“Dr. Robert Muller, former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations, and Chancellor 
of the United Nations’ University For Peace, is the Chairperson of Peace Party 2000.” “Decide 
to open your self to God , the universe, to all your brethren and sisters, to your inner self...
to the potential of the human race, to the infinity of your inner self, and you will become the 
universe...you will become infinity, and you will be at long last your real, divine, stupendous 
self.” Robert Muller, “Decide to Be-Link-up”; p.2

“The underlying philosophy upon which the Robert Muller 
School is based will be found in the teachings set forth in 
the books of Alice A. Bailey. The school is now certified 
as a United Nations Associated School Associated School 
providing education for international cooperation and 
peace.” Muller, R. “World Core Curriculum.” Preface

“Forgetting the things that lie behind, I will strive towards 
my higher spiritual possibilities. I dedicate myself anew to 
the service of the Coming One and will do all I can to prepare men’s minds and hearts for 
that event. I have no other life intention.” Bailey, A.A. Discipleship in the New Age. Vol. 11. New York: Lucis Trust. p. 226. 

NOTE: Alice Bailey wants a unified religion! And which Christ is she preparing for? Not Jesus! 
The cosmic Christ or Lucifer.
“Evidence of the growth of the human intellect along the needed receptive lines [for the 
preparation of the New Age] can be seen in the “planning” of various nations and in the 
efforts of the United Nations to formulate a world plan. From the very start of this unfolding, 
three occult factors have governed the development of all these plans.” Alice Bailey, Discipleship in the 

New Age (Lucis Press, 1955), Vol.11, p. 35. 

NOTE: She is not going to tell us exactly what these three occult factors are but she states: 
“Within the United Nations is the germ and seed of a great international and meditating, 
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reflective group - a group of thinking and informed men and women in whose hands lies 
the destiny of humanity. This is largely under the control of many fourth ray disciples, if 
you could but realize it, and their point of meditative focus is the intuitional or buddhic 
plane - the plane upon which all hierarchical activity is today to be found.” [Ibid., p. 220.] 

NOTE: She is trying to tell us that the inner core of the United Nations is run by people that 
are under the control of Lucifer.

THE PLAN #9: Create an Interfaith Movement 
Alice Bailey wrote: “Promote other faiths to be at par with Christianity, and break this thing 
about Christianity as being the only way to heaven, by that Christianity will be pulled down 
and other faiths promoted.” She said, “promote the importance of man in determining his 
own future and destiny” – HUMANISM. “Tell man he has the right to choose what he wants 
to be and he can make it happen, he has the right to determine his cause.”

Is the True God found in ALL Religions?
Since they contradict each other so much that is unlikely. Here is one example.

* Buddhism, Taoism, Theosophy and New Age Spiritism claim everything is God, including us. 

* Hindus and Mormons each have three main gods & we can become gods too.

* Islam, Baha’i and Unitarians each have one distant singular god.

* Judaism, Christadelphians and Jehovah’s Witnesses each believe God is singular if not so 
distant.

The False 
Claim

Inter-religious Meeting for “Peace of       
the World” in Graz, Austria, 2002

“Silence in the face of evil is itself evil. 
God will not hold us guiltless. Not to 

speak is to speak! Not to act is to act!” 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (murdered by Adolf 

Hitler for opposing him.)
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* BUT The God revealed through the Bible is infinite, personal, loving, triune, and He wants 
a relationship with you.

What if: The Bible is not True? There is no Creator God? Jesus isn’t the Only Saviour? There 
is no such thing as sin;Therefore no judgement for sin either 

What would you stand to lose?

But what if: The Bible is True? A Creator God did make each of us in His own image? Jesus 
really did die for our sins? Jesus is coming again soon? There is a Judgement Day? What 
would you stand to lose?

THE PLAN #10: Get Governments to Make all these (points) Legal, and Get the 
Church to Endorse These Changes 

Alice Bailey wrote: “...that the church must change its doctrine and accommodate the people 
by accepting these things and put them into its structures and systems.”

Any church that did compromise in the way Alice Bailey suggested would cease to be 
“Christian” and would become another New Age cult.

A Question for you: 
Has THE PLAN succeeded? Today we wonder why our governments are legislating laws 
contrary to the Bible and why much of the church is compromising the Word of God. It is 
a process of implementing this 10 Point Plan - A 70+ year strategy of the NWO to fulfil its 
ultimate goal to establish a One World Government, a One World Economic system and a 
One World Religion.(These are the very things I stated in 1992 the New Age wanted. Nothing 
has changed!)

Today the THE PLAN, almost in its entirety, has been adopted by the United Nations 
and much of it is already law in many nations. This deception has crept up by increments, 
unobserved by most people.(Remember the frog in the kettle.) 

One minister identifies as homosexual (“Rev.” Brandon Robertson, 
from Missiongathering Christian Church,  San Diego, CA; another 
Chalice Overy, pastor at Pullen Memorial Baptist Church in Raleigh 
NC identifies as polyamorous; the third only named as “Michael” 
is currently dating 3 women and a man, pastors in San Antonio TX. 
(Source: Huffington Post. )
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NOTE: Today the Western World is not struggling to resist these because the NWO and the 
New Age Movement focused primarily on the West because that was the Christian world in 
the 19th & 20th Centuries. The New Age Movement has a school called the Akanni School, 
which is the school of all the leaders of the Western world.

It is recorded that they say they have succeeded the task in the West but suddenly they realise 
Christianity has migrated to the rest of the world, so they have now to use every resource in 
the West to deal with the rest of the world.

I have another question for you:
Have you consented for our children to be educated by a Secular/Humanist government that: 
* Hates God; 
* Promotes sexual confusion and promiscuity;
* Turns a blind eye to the hatred spewed from Islam, and actually promotes that;
* Is clearly working to the THE PLAN to destroy every aspect of Christian faith, Family and 
observance. 
Consent is automatic approval if you have not deliberately withdrawn your consent.

The Plan to Reverse THE PLAN
Some parents are starting to fight back 
and demand change. This news report 
came the week prior to my putting this 
together.

In New Zealand, many parents are 
withdrawing their children from sex-
education classes in government schools, 
because many of them have checked 
through the curriculum and are not happy 
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with what they read. Most report they prefer Biblical morals to what the State is pushing. The 
government school system in particular has become the place where THE PLAN is being 
implemented, and as Christians, what are we to do?

*  The Bible is very clear we are to come out of the Babylonian system and have nothing to 
do with it, which is a fair description of what we are discussing here. 

*  A Kingdom-based approach to educating our children would be for several local church 
fellowships to adopt the Home Schooling materials already available and to take our children 
out of the State/government school system to prevent further damage to our children, and 
to repair the damage already done.

*  If Christians would come together it would be pretty easy to implement God’s Plan and 
turn this situation around.

*  As a smaller nation, New Zealand (as with many nations) had put a lot of value into the 
United Nations systems. In view of THE PLAN they have adopted, we all need to re-evaluate 
the unequal yoking that we have give up our Sovereignty to.

Attitude is important. Let’s look at some issues.

UNITY is essential
“Can two walk together, unless they are agreed?”Amos 3:3

A Warning Has Come!
“If a trumpet is blown in a city, will not the people be afraid? If there is calamity 
in a city, will not the Lord have done it? Surely the Lord God does nothing, 
unless He reveals His secret to His servants the prophets. A lion has roared! 
Who will not fear? The Lord God has spoken! Who can but prophesy?”Amos 3:6-8

God’s People Need to ACT in UNITY for the sake of our families!
“…the accuser of our brethren, who accused them before our God day and night, 
has been cast down.” Revelation 12:10 

“Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a 
roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour.” 1 Peter 5:8

Agreement?  OR: Unholy Agreement! 
“And they said, “Come, let us build ourselves a city, and a tower whose top is 
in the heavens; let us make a name for ourselves, lest we be scattered abroad 
over the face of the whole earth.” Genesis 11:4-7

“Perhaps this is the moment for which you were created,” (Esther 4:14) said 
Mordichai to Queen Esther.

I would say this to you: Don’t fear the days ahead, you were made for them!

So, how should we respond?
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First: PRAY!
Protection for Children of Christian families.
Improvement or removal & replacement of politicians & bureaucrats who are part of  The 
Plan.
Second: Get Organised!
8 to 10 congregations who love their children could pool their resources and educate them 
yourselves. (Some church facilities aren’t used 5-6 days each week, that’s your schoolhouse!)

There are several organisations in New Zealand for Home-schooling: (Other nations will 
have their own, or maybe start your own.)

Home Education Foundation
HomeSchooling.nz.org
KiwiFamilies.co.nz
HomeEducation.nz
NCHENZ.org.nz (Nat. Council of Home Educators)
A2Z Home Schooling

At least 30,000 NZ families already are!

* Back this with prayer and pastoral leadership.

* Find retired or current teachers to supervise them all together.

* Get more parents participating in their children’s education. (Not just a few minutes checking 
homework at night.)

I sensed the Lord say: “If this is too much work for you, then why did you have 
children?” It’s a parental responsibility to see them grow up in the Lord, their family and 
community. He also said that excuses would come from those who can’t discern 
these issues and don’t care for their children. 

On the larger scale, clusters of these home-school groups can do sports, other outings, etc. 
together. Think bigger, arrange regional and inter-regional, even national sports and other 
competitions.

Third: Plan ahead!
Start working on Christian Teachers’ colleges, Universities, Polytechnics/Trade Training (all 
without government control).
Demand of politicians that school fees are 100% deductible (why pay twice for their education?)

It’s up to us now!

My father used to say, “If you don’t rock the boat 
occasionally, you won’t know if it’s seaworthy.” 

My question of the Christian community in this nation is, 
“Are you seaworthy?”
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The Blessing, May God: 
Remember you like Noah

Favour you like Moses
Honour you like Mary

Fight for you like the Israelites
Prosper you like Isaac

Promote you like Joseph
Intervene for you like Esther

Protect you like Daniel
Use you like Paul

Educate you like Timothy
Heal you like Naaman
Answer you like Elijah
Anoint you like David

& Keep you safe like Shadrach, Meschach & Abednego.

Available from: 

New Zealand 

This document is for sharing 

(Available from “FREE STUFF” folder of Webshop)


